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1 INTRODUCTION

Personal assistants or conversational agents have become a significant part of computational experience in the last decade. These assistants understand spoken commands from the users to perform various tasks that are constrained by the applications installed on user devices. With the advancement in machine learning, the agents are able to understand the user speech in audio signals and convert text into speech. Once the user makes a vocal query, the agent sends raw audio signals to a remote server for natural language processing to recognize the intent of the user, and carries out the requested service using the API offered by the corresponding application. In addition to commercial-grade conversational agents (Alexa, Siri, Google, Cortana, etc.), specialized agents are used for accessing and interacting with digital services in many and diverse applications including customer experience [13], conversational commerce [14], medicine [15], and education [12].

Beyond weather and traffic conditions, the services provided by the agent do not consider the locality of users. Location-based services, on the other hand, have also been widely investigated. Typically, once a user invokes a service request through a mobile device, the device acquires the current location and retrieves a service that is dependent on the user’s spatial and temporal context from a remote server [5, 11]. A large number of such applications have emerged offering a variety of experiences including navigation support, recommendation for venues, augmentation of a search for people, places, things, etc. These applications too often lack a locality view both temporally and spatially, i.e., information that is only available locally to local citizens. For example, consider a citizen would like to learn when the local events takes place such as the postman passing by, qualitative aspects on a neighborhood such as friendliness of the inhabitants, nearby shops that serve a particular product, the tourism-related facts about a location that relate its historical and cultural background, etc. This extreme local information, today, unfortunately, is not available. Sensory and crowd-sourcing systems are now being developed to accommodate such fine-grained view of an urban setting including both quantitative and qualitative fronts [1, 3, 6, 8].

We take a user-centered view and report two studies on the information affinity - different information citizens expect in an urban environment beyond what is available today and the modality of interaction for such information access.
Based on the results of these studies, we present a conversational agent system that offers local information to citizens. This system is embedded into the urban infrastructure. In addition, we move all the intelligence to the edge with machine learning algorithms either work in-situ or very close to the user. In other words, it is the city itself that provides the services to the users through this hyper-local conversational agent. This system offers spontaneous access to local information without relying on applications. We discuss the details of the main components of our system that relies on principles from covert communication, semi-stateful processing, and flexible conversation management.

2 CONTEXTUAL STUDIES

In this section, we report two studies. The first study aims at uncovering the variety of spatiotemporal information that a citizen wants to have from her neighbourhood. The objective of the second study is to understand this degree of information qualitatively, and extrapolating on the modality of the information accessibility.

Online Survey

The purpose of this survey is to understand the type of information users prefer to acquire concerning their neighbourhood in a spatiotemporal manner. We are mainly interested in determining a set of information types they are interested in and the modality of communication they prefer.

We have used Amazon Mechanical Turk\(^1\) that allowed us to collect responses from 1992 participants in 5 continents (51.9% male, 48.1% female, age range 19-70 with 58.1% between 25 and 40). Within a range between 1 and 10 (1 lowest, 10 highest), 87% of the participants ranked their digital mindset above 5.

About their interest in local information, 90% of the participants indicate that they would like to be more informed about their surroundings in the city they live. While 81.4% said they can rather easily access local information through social media, search engines, billboards, city magazines, etc., 88.9% of the people said they would be interested in more effective approaches that do not require heavy filtering.

On Interaction Modality, we notice that most people mentioned that they use a conversational agent in public. It is the preferred medium for 24.3% of the participants. 40.5% of participants say that they would use it when they are alone whereas 13.9% remarks that they avoid using such an agent due to the noise in the city.

On Information Affinity, Figure 1 presents the types of information about their locality that the users would like to acquire. 45% of the users indicated they would make health-related queries to gather information including air quality, allergens, noise level, street cleanliness, etc. For 50.9%, community-related questions to provide information about new shops, social events, places with the best overall mood, crowded areas, etc. 59.2% of the people have said that they are like to inquire infrastructure related content such as public transportation, planned street works in an area. Safety related requests such as contacting the police, receiving and submitting warnings are important for 48% of the people. 54.3%, on the other hand, is interested in questions regarding the city including places to buy a certain product, places to go for certain activities, etc.

Semi-Structured Interviews

The survey offered us a quantitative view on information affinity, access frequency, and interaction modality. We wanted to understand the reasons behind the trends we reported earlier. To this end, we interviewed 21 individuals (13 men, 8 women, age range 25 - 72) following an interview technique called laddering\(^2\) to uncover the core reasons behind users responses. We analysed the interview data by coding the individual responses using affinity diagram to derive final themes.

On Information Affinity, the participants essentially echoed our survey responses highlighting their desire for neighborhood information concerning health outbreaks (e.g., pollen, flu, etc.), community events (e.g., street party, local school events, etc.), infrastructure related (e.g., construction schedule, noise management, etc.) and safety related (e.g., petty crime, etc.) Most participants have acknowledged that this system can help them engage with their neighbourhoods in a more informed manner. Some participants (n = 15) mentioned that they are not as aware of the city they live as they would have desired. They typically use social media or monthly city magazines to learn about events where they live in; however, filtering information generally is a problem.

On Interaction Modality, 8 participants have expressed that they prefer voice-based interaction for such information access. Multiple of them mentioned about conversational

\(^1\)https://www.mturk.com/

agents commercially available today, e.g., Siri, Alexa, etc. as an example for interaction medium. Three of them have said they would have used the agent provided with their devices if it became more socially acceptable.

When asked about what they think of audio as a communication medium, sixteen people indicated that they like audio as a user interface if it is presented discreetly in a public setting, e.g., over a headphone.

Overall, all participants have expressed that they would have such a system. One concern people have is that it can be abused by a provider to flood users with advertisements or it can lead to information overload. As a remedy, some users noted that the system must not just push information, but it should only respond to specific queries. Another point of discussion was privacy. While people are willing to share limited data to receive, they are most interested in inquiries of public information such as availability in an enterprise, any event in the area, housing, health conditions, public transport, etc. Because the system provides spatiotemporal public information rather than a personal service that requires user data, it was perceived positively.

3 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we provide a descriptive view of the proposed hyper-local conversational system. The architecture of this system is depicted in Figure 2 that is composed of a collection of agents. We envision the agents run embedded to local landmarks in an urban landscape such as a light post, a building, a tower, each responsible for its vicinity to provide spatio-temporally relevant information.

In this section, we discuss the details of the building blocks of the proposed system.

**Interaction Unit**

We use audio modality in user devices to receive any service. Users make requests via spoken commands. The requests propagate to the knowledge base through a WiFi AP over covert channels. Because we use covert WiFi communication channel instead of traditional protocols, we are not able to establish sessions to transport a large volume of data. Hence, we can send raw audio signal for analysis in a remote server. Instead, we deploy locally running machine learning algorithms to convert the user speech to text. Similarly, the respond to the user query also arrives in text. We use a speech builder to convert the text to speech and play it back to users. We use an off-the-shelf ear-worn device named eSense to capture the user queries and playback the responses [10]. A couple of eSense devices pair with a Raspberry Pi Zero W through Bluetooth interface. The Raspberry Pi also provides a platform to run speech-to-text and text-to-speech engines. We use publicly available software packages such as Pocketsphinx [9] to speech to text conversion and tools like espeak and Pico Text-to-Speech for text to speech conversation.

**Communication Unit**

The agent instances have local connectivity with users through WiFi. They either run on WiFi Access Points (AP) that also has computation and storage capability or on other devices that are directly connected to APs. However, user devices need not associate with the AP to access the services provided by the agent. Instead, we propose to use covert channels to discover the agents and initiate conversations.

Recently, the extent to which WiFi management frames are utilized went beyond regulating the network operation. With 802.11u standard, management frames, a sub-category of management frames, facilitate General Advertisement Service (GAS) protocol that is used along with Access Network Query Protocol (ANQP) to roam around WiFi networks [7]. In addition, WiFi alliance has introduced WiFi-Direct technology where devices can create P2P links using management frames [4]. In this work, we adopt WiPush method to establish covert communication channels [2] that is based on management frames. While WiPush is designed to push notifications to user devices from the AP, on the other hand, in our system devices request service from the AP.

The WiFi devices use probe request frames to find out the available APs in their presence. The APs that hear the probe request send a probe response that includes information about the AP. The capability to respond to hyper-local queries is included by the AP that hosts or connected to our conversational agent. Hence, through probe request/response frames, a user device is able to discover the agents.

---

Figure 3: Protocol for Making Hyper-local Queries

The queries and the responses to them are exchanged, encapsulated in public action frames. Similar to WiPush, the action frames used in our system are able to carry a payload that is 2.3 KBytes.

When the user makes a query, the user device sends it to the agent nearby. Because it takes time to understand the query and prepare a response to the query, it can immediately respond to the user query. Also because the user devices are not associated with the AP, the AP needs the user devices to create the covert channel through a management frame that is followed by a message from the AP to the device. Hence, when the user makes a request, the AP will respond with a message that provides the expected duration after which the respond to the query is ready and the user can receive it. After that duration, the device sends another action frame that prompts the respond from the AP. This exchange of the messages is summarized in Figure 3.

To implement covert channels, we modify the wpa_supplicant daemon in user devices and in the hostapd daemon in APs, both working in the background and on the user space. They handle the management of WiFi network, i.e. discovery, authentication, association and as such.

We use a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ to implement the AP side for the agent. The Raspberry Pi Zero W devices that the earpieces pair with have also a WiFi interface, and can be used to implement the user side of the covert channels.

Knowledge Base

This is a question-and-answer component which enables a user to interact with the agent using a predefined dialogue base. Upon receiving the user request through the covert communication channel, the communication unit delivers the user request to the knowledge base.

The knowledge bases contextualizes the request with spatio-temporal information it has access to, i.e. beginning of the day in the city center where a number of people go to work vs a weekend afternoon in a city park. Taking such contextual information into account, the knowledge base runs natural-language-processing methods to understand the user intent and match it with a response that is populated with a set of situation-specific questions that the users can ask the agent.

Unlike similar conversation builders such as DialogFlow, this component runs in-situ on the agent. Therefore, the scope of the services and responds to users queries is limited to only their vicinity and users nearby. Within their vicinity; however, they have the complete knowledge.

In order to build the knowledge base, we plan use local datasets as well as crowdsourcing solutions. Crowdsourcing applications have already been widely deployed to collect fine-grained view of an urban setting including both quantitative and qualitative fronts. Proximity to WiFi APs have been used to retrieve the crowdsourcing tasks and upload responses to such tasks in [1]. Such methods can be beneficial to inquire and collect local information. In addition, we may use APIs from local resources to answer to dynamic queries.

Design Implications

Unlike other conversational agents, our conversation agents provide hyper-local service. The scope of the services and responds to users queries is limited to only their vicinity and users nearby. We consider remote requests are handled in servers through traditional methods hosted on the global Internet.

On the other hand, with an agent running on a large number of landmarks of the architectural landscape of an urban setting, we can present finely-grained spatiotemporal service to interested users.

Through such a wide coverage of agents, we strive to offer spontaneous and stateful interactions. As a user moves from one point to another that are served by different agents, the computation and data that is associated with serving the request move through these agents.

As an example, consider a user asks the agent to suggest a nearby restaurant with a particular item in its menu and with an available table. The agent checks the menu of every close-by establishment to see which ones serve the desired food and uses the APIs from the corresponding places to

---

4http://w1.fi
5https://www.raspberrypi.org/products/raspberry-pi-3-model-b-plus/
6https://dialogflow.com/
inquire their availability. In another scenario, a person may want to know about the pollen count and CO\textsubscript{2} concentration at the very moment and location. When a user hears an ice cream truck, she may want to learn its location. A stateful query would be used in a tourism scenario where the city may use these agents to offer a guide experience to visitors or in an urban game such a scavenger hunt with digital assistance and/or tasks. In addition, the user requests may prompt action from public resources and local authorities such adjusting the brightness of the light for an evening gathering, or requesting the repair of a pothole. Such requests can be carried out without the need to connect to remote servers and exposing relevant APIs beyond the locality of the users, providing intrinsic geo-fences.

4 DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, we present a work-in-progress conversational agent for urban settings. This hyper-local agent runs locally on urban landmarks and aggregates information from local sources to create a knowledge-base that contains every detail about its surroundings. The user devices opportunistically send queries to these agents leveraging the wide coverage of WiFi and retrieve the relevant local content using spoken commands. The service the users receive is spontaneous, flexible and stateful requiring user state to move across multiple agents reflecting the users’ mobility.

We have performed two user studies to gauge potential users’ interest for receiving local information. In either case, the participants have noted they would have used such a system to better engage with the urban setting they inhabit if some concerns are addressed. The current methods they use require various applications that depend on the content of the request and/or manual filtering of query results.

Such a system needs to address several issues. For example, a service from the agent should only be invoked by users to prevent unwanted advertisements. In addition, mechanisms that block information overload are necessary.
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